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Volume 2 - Advanced Pickup and Seduction Secrets For Men Who Love Women  Sex (and Want More of

Both) Songs Details: Buy This Book. Use This Book. Hide This Book. A beautiful woman walks into a bar.

You see herand so does every other guy in the place. Somebody is going to make a move. Shouldnt it be

you? What if I told you that you could easily approach any beautiful girl of your choice? Youd know

exactly what to do and say with complete confidence in order to get that girl to come home with you.

Imagine if dealing with women were as easy as following a set of rules that were guaranteed to work.

Good news: Now it is! In this book, you'll uncover my most advanced seduction secrets, including: * A

simple "trick" which gets women to approach you, at any time (and it's not what you think). * The one

simple, obvious thing that 99 of men simply do not do, that is guaranteed to turn you into a girl magnet

overnight. * How to never be without a sex partner  and how to handle multiple sex partners at once. *

How to avoid the mistakes that 99 of most make when dating multiple women. * How to end a

relationship, but still receive benefits and special privileges. * And so much more! Tommy Orlando is an

ordinary guy turned charismatic playboy who is living proof that excellence with women is something

anybody can learn. He is a master of male-female interaction and provides men around the world with

life-changing confidence, skill, and ability in the area of dating and seduction.
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